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Purpose and Proceciures

Crucial to curriculum development and change is the assess-

ment of cognitive objective achievenent Ind the identification

of cognitive needs. Validation of instrur7.eh-,:ation to evaluate

the attainment of,comlitive behavioral ob:jectives was an

essential first step in a state-wide educational needs assess-
ment Study conducted by the investigators.

A total of 3,365 behavioral objectives in 23 cognitive

subjects were selected or develOoed by-academic specialists

Land authorities. Because of time constraint it Was not

possible in the first phase of the study (completed in 1970)

both to develop objectives and exercises to measure them.
Consequently, attainment w'as assessed by the state mandated'

testing program utilizing nationally standardized testS: a widely

used standardized ,achievement series at two levels, a
standardized .readinTtest, and a well-known and standardized sot

.of tests at the secondary level. These tests-together with 25

pages of eharts,_showing Cest item objective analyses are
reported in the Virginia Lducaticinal Needs AsIpessment Study,

.
Volumes I & II. 2his,report may be ordered from the State.

Department of Lducation, Richmond, Virginia.

*

The tests WC7_ administered to the 20,000 sample.pupils in

gradds four,'seven and eleven in 57 of thestate's 131 school
divisions in the six nistorical-geographical regions with the

variables of school enrollment size and population density per

square mile taken into account.

Project parameters and time constraints precluded an
empirical validation study, such as item discrimination on pre-

and post-training performanc,e. Rather. the assessment of the

tests's content validities was accomplished by inspectional

analyses comparing test itemsith selected behavioral objectives,

nd performed by subject-matter specialists engaged by the

Bureau. This process has sirlc4 been computerized for expediency
via BERTEXT, a natural language storage and retrieval' system

developed py the Bureau.
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$The Criteria for selecting from Ju'iong the hundreds of .
learner-oriented objectives those for-validating the state-wide
achievement tests were: (1) epectation that all of the sample
pupils, by grade level, would have had thq onnortunity to
attain soMe deoree,of mastery of tne oojectives Jy t.no time 6{,,
the test auministrit: n, and (2) no sighiicant time iabse
would iwve occurrL.: Letween completion of !7ublects to whien the
objectives pertai: a:1H' again; time of test aLjministrz-ltion.
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The following specific objectives, li'sted by subject 7,rea
and educational level, met the cri',.eria wore used in the
validation: (1) :or-Study'and LiiJrary (elorlcntary and
secondary) , (2) acading (cIradcs 1-11), .(3) lanquacTe,
literature and aompbsition (e1a:lentary, junior nic!h, hin
.school), (4) Social Studies: his.tory, Anthrorology-SociologY,
Po;1-itica1 Science, 1:conomics, Gography (grados-E-4, 5-7, 3-11),
(5) General :-:athematics (grades K-4, 4-7) , and (6) General
Science (grades 4, 5-7).

Findings

While Stake, Ebel, Cox and Vargas, Popham and others have
insightfully dis,6Oursed on norm-referenced versus criterion-
referenced measures as to their nature and uSe as measure:: in
t:hese days of accountability assessment, the authors of this
paper present findings that reveal how inappropriate standardized
tests may be for measuring th3 atta.inment of cognitive
objectives,.especiallY wnen these objectives arc stated
specifically and behaviorally. aware thoroughly of the doubt
and difficulty recognized and encountered in writing objectives
for and in assessing compleY Cognitive domains, such as
critical thinking.

Ideally_in test assessment there should be 100% content
validity whereby each benavioral objective is measured by a
test item. This may be possible in criterion-referenced
evaluation where a specific evaluation exercise is custom-
designed to measure a specific objective. Such could not be
the case. in tnis needs assessment study using nationally
standardized.achievement test items written prior to and
-independent of the objectives selected ór developed, endorsed
by authorities and appl:oved for the study.

In no subject arca did the tests administered to the
sample in grades four, seven and eleven measure the objectives
witn sufficient v.7.3idity to warrant one-to7one assessment
comparisons between objectives and test items. Per cent
coverage ranged from OU tc) 67.3%. The alternative procedure in
the nee-ds assessment .;tudy already cited was adopted: to measure
performance Of .the 'sanple on the subtests .and compare performance
on these "cognitive clusters" of items with the related
cognitive behavioral objectives. Thuly, cognitive needs were
identified--
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'Table 1 rank orders by per cent the content validity. of

-the tests for measurinCj the selected objectives.

Table 1

Per Cent of.Objectives neasured in Terms of Subject
Areas at Different'Educational Levels

Reading'(1-11) 67.3%

SocialcStudie (5-7;' 59..2%

Social Studies (8-11) 55.7%

Mathematics (K-4). 40.0%

-Mathematics (4-7) 37.1%

Social Studies (K-74) 26.9%

21.1%Work-Study and Library Skills
(Elententary)

-'11Tg1ish
Education (High School). -18.1%

b
!general Science (1-4) '16.1%

English Education (Elementary) 13.7%

nglish Education. (Junior High)

General Science (5-7) 1-3.2%

Work-Study and library Skils 0.0%
(Secondary)

None of the test items measured the sevenobjectives in

Work-Study and library Skills at the secOnday-telTel. At the
elementary level fourteen.topical areas'of skill objectives
were listed aad coverage,by the test itelis varied from 0.0% to
100%. Only three of these topical skills, though, were at or
above 50i coverage: alphaJetical ortler, locating information
in table of contents, and evaluation.

The ste Ade achievement tests were most valid,in their
measurement the cognitave.objectives in Reading. Of the 52

objectives, were assessed by the test items or 67.3%. As
expeoted objectives concerned with rcading interest and
personal development through rea,ding were not measured by the

A tests. . .



Disappointing validation,results occurred in English. At

no_level Were lankjuage, literature and composition objectives."

Covered at or above the level. For example, the achievement

series failed to measure all 56 of-the objectiVes in literature,

and only 7.6% ofthe language objectiveS at the/elementary level..

The validation results were generally similar at theother

levels.

.The content validity of the tests for measurincl the Social

Studies objectives at different levels was markadly divided:

only 26., of objectives for gr.C.Ies 1-.4 were assessed, but clt

grades-5-7 and 8-11 the objectives were covered respectively at

the 59.2% and 55.7% levels.

Specific :1athematics objectives mere matched with test items

in the achievement series for E-4 and for 4-7.-

The K-4 objectives were grouped into eight skill areas -with

coverage lt or above 50% in number and numeration Systems-

(66.7%), -mputational skills (63.6%), and problem solvina .

,skills (1,0%). In 4-7 again only three skill areas were-at or r

'above 50% coverage: computational skills (100%), mathematical

ap1catidp 83.3%, and problem solving skills (100%). Generally,

the major valuative inddequacY oi.the test items appears to

be their t aditional nature while the mathematics objectives

selected and developed for the study refleCt the reVisions Made

ii the field over t.1-4.9 .past decade.

Objectives develoried.in the area of Elementary Science

were designed to differentiate among skills acquired in grade

levels 1-4 'and-5-7. The organization-of.the objectives

illustrates continuing development in twenty-four basic skill

areas. The achievement spries (1-4) and (5-7) were validated

by the, objectives at eacg level.

Grade level 1-4 included objectives topically organized in

all twenty-four of the skill areas. Of.these twenty-four, only

three'skill areas were at or above 50%,coverage: know and use

terms, concepts and principles in each science (50%); aoply

principles of science toward a better interpretation of their

natural environment (100%); and apply scientific principles to

the solution of problems in new situations (75.0%).
a

Objectives developed for grade level 5-7 were a continuation

of topical Skill acmlisition in fifteen of.the twenty-four

skill areas included in *ado level 1-4. Again, only three

topical skill areas were coVered at yfr above the 50% level by

theachievement series: know and use' terms, conCepts and

principles in earth science (66.7%;. know and use terms, concepts

and principles in space science (50.0%); and construct and use

classification schemes in terms of properties involved (75.0%).

The tests seemed to emphasize information recall in traditional

areas of science with little attentiori to assessment of redent

Advances in the field.
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Implications
, - i.,

,The invesigatOrs recoanrze, as do others, the usefulnesS
of nationally,,stdndardizeL _tests. They make possible intra-
division and inter-division normative.achievement comparisons
in the cocinitive domain anti enable a state to,compare pupil4
perfor mMance .iiith norative4Derformance Of pupils in the natibn.

-

i It is generally recognized, tnough, that'eurriculum
diSparities handicap the success of national stanc:ardized tests
to measure in a state or (Idstrict pl: school,specific_instructional

Generally, achievement test batteries intended-for national use ('
objectives and.outcomes in most, if not,all-,'subject areas.

endeavor to strike a compromise in'terms of coverage and grade
placement of cognitive conterf. t- ,- .. / .

'An er limitation of national hievement tests in the
opinion o ny, is the facE that sin/le item perfPrrtance as
a mastery measure is lost by summation of.such penformanCes to :
obtain sujitest or total scores for normative developmental'
interpretation. ,

The invetigators'suggest that local school systems develop
theirvcogniti?re objectives, since objectives are non-pluralistic,
and then develoP or seek help,to develop criterion7referenced
_exercises to measure attainment of these objectives in at
least the basic skills and desirably all subject matter. areas.

.Such is not an easy task to accomplish now. It requires
local fiscal and.personnel resourcesexpertise and cOoeration
in curriculum and evaluation design. One hing seems certain:
when the demand for.criterion-referenced tests approaches the
present request for normative-referenced tests, then agencies
external to the local school system will inCreaSingly prpvide
the needed assistan,:e and proiduct. It has already begun.
However accomplished, this'type of evaluation is essenti.t.l to

a valid diagnosis of curriculum success and failure, and needed
change. , t

o.
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